IMPROVE ON COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS ON ADMISSION - NBTE Workshop Communique Directs Polytechnics and Allied Institutions.

Polytechnics, Colleges of Technology, Innovation Enterprise Institutions (IEIs) and Allied institutions awarding National Diploma (ND) have been directed to improve on their collaborative efforts on admission of students and related issues.

On 20th August, 2015, National Board for Technical Education (NBTE), the Federal government agency supervising Polytechnics and allied institutions in Nigeria mounted a Training Workshop on Carrying Capacity at the NBTE Headquarters, Kaduna during the Workshop, the re-curting annual problem of inability of tertiary institutions to give placement to millions of candidates seeking admission for higher education was exhaustively discussed. It was observed that over 85% of the candidates missed placements, every year and that these candidates often lay emphasis on Polytechnics because most of them lack information that Colleges of Technology and Innovative Enterprise Institutions (IEIs) equally award recognised National Diploma (ND). In order to solve the problem, Polytechnics and Allied Institutions were directed to make formal arrangements that will enable the Polytechnics to admit, successful candidates and other National Diploma (ND) awarding institutions.

The workshop was attended by Rectors, Directors of Academic Planning (DAP) and other relevant officers on matters of admission in the Polytechnics and Allied Institutions. Mr. Fumos Emi, Ag. Rector and Eng. Paul Adeola, Director of Academic Planning, Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation, Osogbo participated in the workshop.

WHY LIVING SPRING COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION (LISCOTECH) IS THE CHOICE INSTITUTION FOR CANDIDATES SEEKING ADMISSION

- Graduates of LISCOTECH are progressing in furtherance of their education and in the world of work. They are securing admission by Direct Entry to part two in the Universities and to Higher Diploma (HD) in other Polytechnics. To download audio-visual success stories and testimonies of our graduates, visit www.liscotech.edu.ng/out/graduatespeaks.
- Students complete course to time. No break in academic sessions.
- Low school fees and flexible method of payment of fees
- Hostel accommodation is available for students.
- Students are exposed to national and international competitions.
- Part-Time Studies opportunities are available for workers.
- LISCOTECH has Memoranda of Understandings (MOUs) on staff exchange and admission of students with reputable Universities in Nigeria and abroad for the benefit of our students, graduates and staff.

LIVING SPRING COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

OSOGBO CAMPUS: Ajewole, Power Line Area, Osogbo-Ikiri Road, Osogbo.
PERMANENT SITE: Gbagho Ibadan Express Way, Oogi, Osun State.

Approved by Federal Ministry of Education and Listed in the Jamb Brochure 2015/2016 Admission in Progress

Why Choose LISCOTECH

- Computer Hardware Engineering
- Networking & System Security
- Computer Science
- Elect/Elect (Telecom. Tech.)
- Software Engineering

School of Science & Engineering

- Film & Television Production
- Hotel Catering & Hospitality Management
- Business Administration
- Accountancy

School of ICT & Vocational Studies

Entry Qualifications: 4 Credit Pass in WAECE, SSCE, NECO & NABTEB

DURATION: 2 Years (8 Semesters) Full-Time Programme
3 Years (6 Semesters) Part-Time Programme

Liscotech Emerges Winner of National Competition

20th March 2015 was a remarkable day in the history of Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation, as the 2015 edition of “The Budding Engineers, Scientists and Technologists (BEST) Competition Award was won by the College.

The competition was organized by the Federal Ministry of Education in collaboration with National Universities Commission (NUC), National Board for Technical Education (NBTE) and National Commission for Colleges of Education (NCCE). The Competition's Committee received and analysed entries on final year project of students from Universities, Polytechnics, Innovation Enterprise Institutions and Colleges of Education in Nigeria. Selected entries passed through several processes of screening. Then the ten best candidates were invited to Abuja where they openly faced technical panel that subjected their entries to scrutiny. Other institutions whose candidates scaled through to the last round of the competition conducted in Abuja were University of Ilorin; Federal University of Technology, Owerri; Federal University of Technology, Akure; Kaduna Polytechnic and University of Agriculture, Makurdi. Oyemiyi Joshua Ohunmogun of Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation came first to bag the Award. The wonderful feat is due to high quality of training in LISCOTECH.
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE OF LISCOTech GRADUATES PURSUING FURTHER STUDIES

We are exceedingly delighted that reports of excellent performance of graduates of LISCOTech pursuing further studies after their National Diploma. Those admitted to Universities by Direct Entry and others pursuing Higher National Diploma (HND) are on high Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA). Many of the first batch who have completed degrees and HND have been mobilized to participate in National Youth Service Corps (NYSC). For more information, on success stories of our graduates visit www.liscotech.edu.ng/ourgraduatespeaks.

LISCOTech RECEIVES OPERATIONAL LICENCE

Living Spring College of Technology received operational Licence from Federal Ministry of Education in April, 2015. In a colourful ceremony at the Conference Room of Federal Ministry of Education, Elder Keidine Abiida received the Licence from Mallam Ibrahima Shokarun, the Hon. Minister for Education, assisted by Executive Secretary National Board for Federal Education.

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF EDUCATION INSPECTION TEAM VISITS LISCOTech

Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation, Osogbo received Compliance Inspection Team from the Federal Ministry of Education (FME) between 11th and 12th December, 2014. The purpose of the visit to the College was to ascertain the level of compliance of LISCOTech to the general operating guidelines of the Federal Ministry of Education for Institutions awarding National Diploma.

The Federal Ministry of Education team led by Dr. Wale Kareem examined the organogram and structure of governance of the institution with satisfactory remarks. Among the institution’s documents and records inspected were Approvals to operate and run programmes by Federal Ministry of Education and NBTE, Memorandum of understanding with sectorial industries, Staff nominal roll, Students nominal roll, Assets inventory, File of minutes of meeting of Governing Council, Management, Academic Board and other statutory committees. The team inspected training facilities. Rounding off the inspection exercise, the team commended the Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation for its high level of compliance with standard for award of National Diploma and advised the College to continue to improve on the performance of the Institution.

RECTOR’S CUP 2014

National Association of Polytechnic Accounting Student Football Teams, LISCOTech Chapter emerged winner of the just concluded 2013/2014, the Maiden Edition of Rector’s Football Competition that was held at St. Mark’s football field, Testing Ground, Osogbo.

The competition which was organized by the College’s Sport Committee under the Chairmanship of Engr. Femi Adesuyi. The trophy was presented to the winner of the competition by the Registrar, Mr Ajibade S.O who expressed satisfaction on the conduct of the teams that participated in the competition. He promised that next edition will be more elaborate.

LISCOTech MATRICULATES FRESH STUDENTS

The fifth matriculation ceremony of fresh students was conducted on 2nd July, 2015. The Registrar, Mr S O Ajabade administered oath of allegiance for good conduct on the fresh students who were visibly excited for being among the lucky ones. Large number of parents and Friends of the students watched the ceremony with joy and high expectations from the matriculating students as the fresh students can’t hide the ladder of success. Acting Rector, Mr Tunio Fatomi congratulated the matriculating students and admonished them to face their studies squarely. He told the gathering that LISCOTech will continually build on its high standard of training that stands it out as a foremost citadel of academic excellence in the comity of tertiary institutions in Nigeria.

Mr Fatomi narrated the process of the competition that led to Living Spring College of Technology and Innovation winning the Budding Scientist and Technologists award for tertiary institution. The audience responded with standing ovation for LISCOTech.